Bills of Interest for Washoe County from the 2021 Legislative Session
Presented: 2/9/2021

Staff Recommendation of Bills to take direction on
Revises provisions relating to training for Legislators.

AB1

Existing law requires newly elected Legislators to attend certain trainings before their first session. This would
require that such training also include discussions of local governments to include the structure and authority of
local governments, financial administration and services provided.

Support

Referred to Assembly Legislative Operations and Elections
Revises provisions concerning the electronic transmission of certain maps and other documents
relating to the approval of divisions of land.

AB3

AB33

Would make changes to NRS to allow for certain maps and other documents used for the land use planning
approval to be transmitted electronically and obtain the necessary approvals. This change would be permissive.

Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Authorizes the establishment of paternity in proceedings concerning the protection of children.
Makes changes to the process for determining paternity for children concerning the safety and
protection of the child. Will mirror other judicial procedures and processes to help determine the
paternity of the child and make the system more efficient.
Referred to Assembly Judiciary

Support

Support

New to Watch List for Commissioners
Makes various changes to provisions relating to judicial review of orders and decisions of the State
Engineer.

AB5

Currently a review is conducted as an informal summary review of an appeal for those who feel aggrieved by an
order or decision. This would limit the circumstances in which an aggrieved person may have an determination
review by the court.

Watch

Referred to Assembly Natural Resources
Revises provisions governing an application for temporary change relating to appropriated water.

AB6

Currently any request to temporarily change the place of diversion, manner or use of place of use of water
already appropriated to apply to the State Engineer and to hold hearing for such requests. This would make the
requirement for a hearing from the State Engineer to be discretionary.

Watch

Referred to Assembly Natural Resources
Revises provisions relating to public Records.

AB39

Clarifies that internal notes and deliberative items are excluded from public records requests.

Watch

Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Creates the Advisory Committee on Traffic Safety within the Department of Transportation.

AB54

Creates the Advisory Committee on Traffic Safety and requires the Advisory Committee to review, study and
make recommendations relating to traffic safety in Nevada and prepare an annual report of their activities. The
committee would include 5 members who represent local government entities appointed by the Director od the
Department of Transportation.

Referred to Assembly Growth and Infrastructure

Watch

Makes various changes relating to the financial administration of local governments.

AB63

Adds emergencies to the eligible uses for a local government who has established a fund to stabilize the
operations of a local government from the 2019 legislative session. Previously these funds could be used for
natural disasters.

Watch

Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Revises provisions relating to the abatement of certain taxes.

AB66

AB83

AB86

AB88

Makes changes to the timelines for consideration and implementation of abatement of partial abatement of
certain taxes from the Office of Economic Development.

Heard in Assembly Revenue on 2/2
Revises the date of the legal holiday for the observation of Nevada Day.
Changes the date for when Nevada Day is observed as a state holiday to October 31. Unless it falls on
a Sunday in which case the holiday is observed on the following Monday, or if it falls on a Saturday it
observed on the preceding Friday.
Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Makes various changes relating to the recovery of certain expenses and costs incurred in
extinguishing wildfires.
Expands ability for a local government to bring action to recover certain expenses related to the
cause of a wildfire. Removes the requirement that lives have to have been threatened.
Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Makes various changes relating to governmental entities.
Requiring governing entity of a school to adopt policy prohibiting the use of racially discriminatory
identifiers of imagery, language, or natural person against a natural person who has a history of
discrimination. May use identifier of Indian tribe with approval from said tribe. Board may make
recommendations towards changes or additions to names of geographic features and places.
Referred to Assembly Education
Revises provisions relating to states emergency or declarations of disaster proclaimed by the
Governor.

Watch

Watch

Watch

AB93

Expands the ability of the Legislature to terminate a declaration of emergency as declared by the
Governor. Also requires that the Legislative Commission or Legislature approve any requirement or
restriction placed on a business by the Governor under a declaration of emergency.
Referred to Assembly Government Affairs
Senate Bills
Revises provision relating to the imposition of certain penalties by ordinance for certain violations
relating to fireworks.

Watch

SB4

Clarifies the penalties that may be imposed for violation of sale, use, storage or possession of fireworks. Creates
the limits of $50,000 for a single civil violation.

Watch

Referred to Senate Government Affaris
Revises provisions relating to taxation.

SB10

This would create an annual cap on increase of property taxes on single-family residents and residential rental
property cannot be less than 3% or 8% for all other property.

Referred to Senate Revenue and Economic Development

Watch

Authorizes certain incorporated cities to impose a supplemental government services tax.

SB11

Allows for a city within Washoe County to be able to impose a supplemental governmental services tax of 1 cent
on each $1 valuation of a vehicle based within that city. This is allowed if the county has not imposed the
supplemental government services tax. If a city within Washoe County does impose the supplemental
government services tax then the county would be able to impose the tax only on residents where the tax has
not been imposed.

Watch

Referred to Senate Revenue and Economic Development
Revises provisions relating to collective bargaining by local government employers.

SB13

Increases the ending fund balance from 16.67% to 25% which makes more money available to the county for
budgeting.

Watch

Referred to Senate Government Affaris
Revises provisions governing the determination of whether food for human consumption is subject
to sale and use taxes.

SB25

Currently prepared food for immediate consumption is subject to sales and use tax. How this is determined has
been associated with where the food is sold. This would delete those sections of NRS and make all food for
human consumption to be exempt from sale and use tax.

Watch

Referred to Senate Revenue and Economic Development
Revises provisions relating to cannabis.

SB49

Clarifies that any owner of a cannabis establishment, even those under 5%, must register with the state. Makes
changes to the labeling requirement for cannabis products. Removes authority for the Cannabis Compliance
Board to take testimony by deposition in hearings before the board.

Watch

Heard in Senate Health and Human Services on 2/4
Revises provisions relating to hemp.

SB63

Requires application for a grower, handler or producer to the State Department of Agriculture each year. Also
creates authorization to deny an application submitted to the State. Would set further requirements for the
sampling and testing of hemp.

Watch

Referred to Senate Natural Resources
Revises provisions relating to taxation.

SB64

Property tax reforms including: 1) changing the rate of depreciation from 1.5% to 1.0% and capping the allowed
amount of depreciation at 75% of replacement value; and 2) for commercial property - eliminating the
secondary calculation on the cap on the property tax bill so that it is always 8%.

Watch

Referred to Senate Revenue and Economic Development
Allows the imposition of certain taxes or the reallocation of certain tax revenue to fund certain
natural resources projects and services in the City of Reno based on the recommendations of a
committee and voter approval.

SB73

Would allow for the City of Reno to create a committee to work on a question to be added to the ballot to fund
capital projects and ongoing operational costs for parks and recreational facilities, preservation of open space
and protection of the Truckee River and other natural resources in the City of Reno. Taxes to be considered by
that group include a tax on rental of transient lodging, supplemental governmental services tax, transfer of real
property, sales tax, property tax or reallocation of taxes collected to fund the flood management authority.

Referred to Senate Revenue and Economic Development

Watch

SB77

SB84

SB85

SB88

SB97

SB99

SJR1

Revises provisions relating to public bodies.
Exempts puvblic bodies from the Open Meeting Law requirements for purposed of deliberative
meetings on impacts related to the National Environmental Policy Act.
Referred to Senate Government Affaris
Increases the maximum number of voters in an election precinct.
Currently the maximum number of voters in an election precinct is 3,000, this bill will increase that to
5,000.
Referred to Senate Legislative Operations and Elections
Revises provisions relating to elections.
Creates an ability for write-in candidates in State and Federal general elections.
Referred to Senate Legislative Operations and Elections
Revises provisions relating to emergency management.
Restricts the ability of the Governor to delcare a state of emergency for 30 days. For the state of
emergency to continue beyond that time would require approval of the Legislature.
Referred to Senate Government Affaris
Provides that certain restrictions relating to public gathers do not apply to certain events at which a
vaccine for COVID-19 is administered.
Removes the limits on number of people who can gather whether inside or outside, if the gather is a
result of an event where a COVID-19 vaccine is being administered.
Referred to Senate Government Affaris
Makes various changes to provisions relating to fiscal notes.
Currently bills introduced into the legislature require on the publication of the bill if there is a fiscal
impact to the state or local governments. This proposal woudl require that same notiofication if the
bill create revenue to the state or local governments.
Referred to Senate Legislative Operations and Elections
Proposed to amend the Nevada Constitution to provide that the Nevada Court of Appeals has
original jurisdiction over certain cases relating to water.
This senate joint resolution was introduced last session, meaning it will need to pass this session and then go
onto the ballot for approval to be enacted. Currently a civil case brought challenging a final order or decision
from the State Engineer would go to the Justice Court or District Court. If appealed those cases would then be
heard by the Nevada Supreme Court or Nevada Court of Appeals. If passed any such civil case would have
original jurisdiction with the Nevada Court of Appeals.

Referred to Senate Judiciary

Bills Removed from the List
No bills were removed this week
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